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Description
I'm seeing a few things off on the homepage when I look at the header:
-- the top black admin bar (what we used to call the BP-admin bar) is overlapping "Open Educational" and "Project," each of which is
too far away from the main nav bar headings they are supposed to be paired with
-- there should be more horizontal space between the right edge of the CAC logo and the word "People"
-- separately, I'm wondering whether we meant to have all of those terms on the main nav bar? I think we had slimmed that down a
bit, no? And that it should match the simplified nav in the top drop-down (see attached screenshot)
People
Groups
Sites
Courses
Events
News
Twitter
Publications
Open Educational Resources
Conferences
Project Staff
History
#1 - 2022-01-04 02:17 PM - Boone Gorges
- Category name set to Toolbar
- Target version set to 1.19.1
The "separately" thing seems like the high priority item, so I opened a separate ticket #15136.
The visual issues you note are quite old. We can try to look at them for the next release.
#2 - 2022-01-04 02:19 PM - Boone Gorges
I guess I should clarify: the specific things in your bullet points are all related to #15136, and should be fixed by it.
Your first screenshot shows the general ugliness of the 'Commons' hover menu, which was how I first read this ticket. I'll fix the hover states and
misaligned arrow for the next release.
#3 - 2022-01-04 02:29 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Staged for Production Release
I've updated the styling in https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/91f6758f36473716e2bde68782b4d02b09d8fa83 so it's consistent
with other toolbar items.
#4 - 2022-01-04 02:33 PM - Matt Gold
Thank you!
#5 - 2022-01-11 04:41 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Staged for Production Release to Resolved
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